Augmented Reality in the

Customer Experience Revolution

About the company
For over seventy years, Graham & Brown has inspired people to think differently about their walls through continuous innovation, creativity, and
craftsmanship. Founded by two friends - Harold Graham and Henry Brown, the business has been family-run from its Headquarters in Blackburn,
Lancashire since 1946.
Now the UK’s leading wallpaper manufacturer, Graham & Brown has expanded its collection to include paint, murals, wall art and soft furnishings.
Products are sold via major international Home & DIY retailers as well as direct to customers in Graham & Brown retail outlets and on
grahambrown.com.
Voted a Cool Brand™ seven years running, and Best British Decorating Brand 2017 by a leading British newspaper, Graham & Brown is sold
internationally to over seventy-five countries through its divisions in North America, France, Holland, Russia, China and Australia.

The Challenge
Graham & Brown wanted to help their customers by
allowing them to visualise the wallpaper in their homes. The
existing method of using A4 and A3 samples had a low
conversion rate as it was often difficult to imagine the full
pattern and repeat of the wallpaper.
With the advent of digital transformation, Graham & Brown
needed to find a way to deliver an interactive visualisation
experience for customers.
The company decided to implement an Augmented Reality
App and sought a partner to do so.

Finding an innovative alternative to
traditional samples was necessary.
Xpand IT was considered the perfect company to partner
with, not only due to its vast experience in developing
mobile applications (native and Xamarin) but also due to
their existing expertise in developing application backends
in Microsoft Azure, endowing them with services that enable
the customer experience to be more vibrant and distinctive.

To develop this app, Xpand IT’s team appealed
to Xamarin, Apple ARKit and Microsoft Azure.
The solution was a multilingual Xamarin
application, exclusive to iOS (compatible with
iOS 10 and A9 processors or above), allowing
the user to virtually map a wall then decorate
it, choosing from over 300 paints or wallpapers.

The Solution

Customer experience was the central focus
of this application, due to its simple interface
anyone can use. It also eases the client’s
choice, since it is possible to create a list of
favourite wallpapers, measure the exact wall
dimensions, and know the actual number of
wall paint cans or wallpaper rolls the client will
need to cover the wall. It is also possible to
make purchases in-App.

For Graham & Brown to be able to
extract valuable data from the application,
a robust analytics infrastructure was
implemented, with Azure SQL Server,
Application Insights and PowerBI.

TECHNOLOGIES
Xamarin allows the creation of multi-platform mobile applications for Android, iOS and Windows.
Through the use of Microsoft technology, it is possible to ensure a native experience in the app: usability,
performance and access to all APIs available by the several operating systems.
By using Xamarin, it is possible to reduce time to market as well as the solution’s Total Cost Ownership.

The solution’s backend (WebApps, LogicApps, database and Blog Storage) was implemented using several
Azure components (Microsoft’s Cloud platform).
Azure guarantees the solution is adjustable to the number of users the app might have and, in this case,
allows transparent integration between the app and all the internal Graham & Brown systems.

Apple ARKit

ARKit is a development platform that allows significant image processing capacity, offering an unequalled
augmented reality experience.
Using this framework was a challenge for Xpand IT since ARKit was still in an embryonic stage at the time.
However, the project was concluded with success.

BENEFITS
Ability to take a photo and share the virtually
decorated room on social media or with your friends
and family

A higher conversion rate from using the App
compared to purchasing the wallpaper samples

Ease of viewing hundreds of wallpaper designs in
your own home

Real-time analytics solution providing usability and
marketing insights

Low cost Azure Services which allowed the
quick deployment of the App across 55 countries

Portability to Android using Xamarin

Without XpandIT we wouldn't have been able to deliver the Augmented Reality App within four months. Their technical
expertise helped deliver a lot of the Azure services we needed for the App, which reduced a large amount of
development. We also worked closely together in the Xamarin development, with their team mentoring and guiding
our developers. It was a very successful collaboration, with the App now delivering a innovative and unique way for
customers to view wallpaper before purchasing.
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